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Abstract: In electric power generation, customers want generators with high efficiency. Nowadays,
modern turbo-generators have efficiencies greater than 98%. Although this amount should not be
obtained for all kind of machines, efficiency will remain one of the main parameters for customer
choice. Efficiency is also linked to the life of the machine: the higher the efficiency is, the longer the
machine’s lifetime. During the past decade, new forms of energy production have appeared and
generators have been developed to fit well into this market. For example, wind generators evolved
towards permanent magnet generators having high polarity and running at low speed. Nevertheless,
their structure is not fixed. An industrial company has built a prototype of such a generator which
uses fractional-slot concentrated-windings (FSCW). This kind of winding is not the structure used by
default in such electrical machines. Another field of interest is in autonomous generators which can
be used on boats. Even if everyone has in mind large merchant ships, we must not forget smaller
ships, such as fishing boats and short-range cruise ships, which spend the most of their time near
the coast. This kind of ship does nothave large areas for installing the electric generation or the
electric propulsion. It is the reason why, in this article, we focus on the efficiency of machines using
fractional-slot concentrated-windings. In many publications which compare performances between
distributed and concentrated windings, the result is almost the same. The efficiency of FSCW is not
as high as the efficiency associated to the machines which are using distributed windings. Design
methods have to be redrawn to integrate, as soon as possible, the loss mitigation in order to provide
the best efficiency in power conversion. The following discussion, step by step, introduces the loss
mitigation in every part of a machine using FSCW. To close the discussion, a design is produced and
it appears that efficiency can be enhanced with suitable design methods.

Keywords: Fractional Slot Concentrated Winding; multi-star winding; permanent magnet generator;
multi-phase winding; high-power density generator; machine design

1. Introduction

Permanent magnet generators are suitable generators where standalone operations are required.
Moreover, their high efficiencies are generally considered as the main advantage. A large number
of manufactured machines is using a conventional winding structure: distributed windings.
This structure fits well with high-power machines, such as multi-megawatt generators. Unfortunately,
the distributed winding has its drawbacks, especially in the length of the end windings, which are
outside the active part. Fractional-slot concentrated-windings do not have this drawback. The small
volume of their end windings allows a short axial length [1]. One manufacturer, Fuji Electric,
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has initiated studies and experiments on a high-power generator that uses FSCW [2]. Comparisons
between concentrated and distributed windings, show a lack of efficiency in machines using
concentrated windings [3–5]. This machines provide between 1% and 5% less in efficiency and
lower power factor. Much effort will be required for making these machines as popular as machines
using distributed windings. Looking at the increase in efficiency, it will be a global work if these
machines have to take a place into the market of industrial motors or generators. Hence, solutions that
can reply to this objective have to be discovered using a global view of machine design. It must be
noted that efficiency depends on losses. The mitigation of losses is not a straightforward job. Some
losses can be easily managed and others not. Recent studies show that the main losses are iron core
losses and Joule losses, magnet losses are not forgotten but they are, in many cases, less important.
The first part of this discussion provides general information about electric machines which are using
FSCW. In doing so, drawbacks are highlighted and some configurations will be declared unusable.
The second part is related to the development of power generation. The rated power of variable
speed generators is increasing year by year and the design must be adapted in order to remain within
an economically viable price. Thereafter, it will appear that multi-star structures or the multiphase
structures can be a solution in efficiency enhancement when machines are controlled by electric power
inverters. Such a structure decreases the harmonics of magnetic fields in air-gaps but could not
suppress the magnetic coupling between the stars [6]. The iron losses mainly depend on the magnetic
flux flow. The following section highlights this and points out particular behaviors which have to be
integrated in the first stages of design. The machines which are built with FSCW are versatile. In one
stator, more than one rotor can be inserted. For example, in a stator having 24 slots, a rotor having
20 poles or 28 poles can be inserted and they can run well. The next section shows why this versatility
is not conducive to efficiency. The final sections are dedicated to the design of a machine that should
provide efficiency as high as conventional generators used in power generation. The specifications
focus on a variable speed generator whose operating frequency is up to 160 Hz. In doing so, all the
sources of losses in such a machine have to be investigated. In the last section, it appears that it is
possible to design a generator in which efficiency is as high as conventional machines. However,
this study does not take into account the asynchronous machines that are now in interest of some
laboratories [7,8]; it remains on permanent magnet machines which have a greater degree of realization
and a well-identified market (wind generator, electric generation for ships, etc.).

2. Concentrated Winding: Overview

2.1. Advantages and Drawbacks

When a brief review is done about the machines that use the concentrated windings, it appears
that their future roles would be the propulsion of electric vehicles (EV) [9]. Motors are integrated in
the wheels and more free space is available for the accumulators. Many publications have described
this winding structure as a structure that is able to provide a very low cogging torque which is suitable
to ensure low mechanical stress [10]. The overall mass of copper is smaller and, one last advantage,
that needs to be confirmed by numerous realizations, is the low manufacturing cost. With a stator
which uses open slots, the coils can be formed outside and can be inserted into the stator without any
difficulty and without any contact with the other coils.

Nowadays, this winding structure is not the structure used by default in the industries that
manufacture high-power electrical machines. There is no know-how in this domain of application.
No design rule can be provided to adapt a machine to the customer requirements. However, some
low-voltage generators which are using concentrated windings have been manufactured and can be
used as references [11]. Comparisons between distributed and concentrated windings show that such a
structure increases the iron losses and provides a high level of magnetic field harmonics in the air-gap.
This phenomenon is still not acceptable for the machines that use permanent magnets mounted on the
surface of the rotor [5]. Recent studies, combined with measurements provide important information
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about losses in the magnets and invite designers to handle such losses in order to prevent any increase
in the magnets’ temperature [12].

2.2. Design, State of the Art

Two main structures of windings exist, single layer and double layer [13,14]. Recent studies
underline the drawbacks of the single layer windings. This structure increases the magnetic field
harmonics in the air-gap and generates thermal stresses in the magnets. However, the single layer
windings are generally presented as a winding structure that is fault-tolerant. In the single layer
arrangement, all of the coils are separated by a tooth and a faulty coil could not damage the others.
Many publications, such as the articles of professor Zi-Qiang Zhu located at Sheffield University,
give solutions which are able to keep a low magnetic field harmonic in the air-gap and also have
a high fault-tolerant capability. With an unequal tooth widths structure, the behavior of the single
layer windings is very similar to the behavior of the double layer windings [15]. As a conclusion,
even if the concentrated windings have been studied for more that forty years, there are not enough
machines in operation which permits one to conclude about the way to design motors or generators
in the high-power domain. It is sure that such machines are not actually the most important part of
production. In recent articles, several configurations are investigated to answer to one specification [12].
Hence, such a structure can be employed when conventional structures are not usable, an increase in
design cost can thereafter be justified.

3. Design and Requirement

The methods used in designing a generator or a motor depend on the specifications. The IEC
or IEEE standards provide some specifications that have to be achieved by the designers. With this
information, the designers have in mind a catalogue of machines that will satisfy a large number of
customers. Any unusual specifications that come from specific uses are not in the scope. With standards,
the main objective consists in lowering the manufacturing costs. On the other side, there is a small part
of the market that will require some customized motors or generators. Nuclear power stations, ships,
submarines, aircrafts etc, will not be equipped with standard electric machines. Even if the price of the
machine is high, the customization is required to obtain the desired function. No customer wants a
power-plant outage during the winter or a submarine which is noisier than a tug-boat.

The machines with special requirements must be designed with caution. Even if the sale price
is high, it has to remain in accordance with the market price and the machine has to comply with
the mandatory parameters of the customer. The customized machine is a market where all of the
manufactures can show their know-how in design and engineering. In this study the main requirement
is a high power density and a high efficiency without any specification about the number of phases.
Hence, the number of phases can be different than three and the number of stars can be greater than
one. The three-phase windings, which are the conventional windings, have been employed for a
hundred years. The background knowledge is important. Unfortunately, the concentrated windings
which will be selected for this study are not so popular, and there is no design rule associated to the
choice of the number of phases or the choice of the number of stars. The increase in efficiency will
be obtained by a decrease in losses. The machines which are using FSCW have the same sources of
losses than machines using distributed windings. Looking at Figure 1, the particularity of each source
will be discussed. With the use of FSCW, the core losses increase. The rotational flux that appears in
the core must be taken into account not to underestimate the amount of losses. There are less Joule
losses, because the volume of copper is lower. The losses in magnets have to be investigated with
caution. The air-gap has a great amount of flux harmonics which induce high eddy currents in the
magnets. Such a phenomenon is not so noticeable in machines using distributed windings. Even if
these losses are not losses that strongly decrease the efficiency, such losses can heat and destroy the
magnets. Mitigating these losses is a priority. The rotor losses could vanish and losses in magnets will
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be carefully investigated. Formally, the mechanical losses exist, they are very low, and the use of FSCW
does not change anything about its calculation.

Figure 1. Main sources of losses in electrical machines. All of these sources have to be investigated in
order to increase the efficiency of electrical generators which areusing FSCW.

4. Concentrated Winding and Design Rules

Although the methods used to determine the concentrated winding structure are well-known
and fully documented all the designed structures are not machines that have been manufactured and
tested. Staying in touch with manufacturers and their design engineers highlights some traps that
should be avoided. This will initiate new design rules or can improve the current rules. They will be
followed in the future. Looking at the number of poles and slots, it appears that numbers that are close
to each other are preferable. For example, for a three-phase machine, having 14 poles and 12 slots,
has better performances than a five-phase machine having 14 poles and 20 slots. This result is explained
by the winding factor that is higher in the first case. First, making simulations, then observing the
analysis of the magnetic flux flow, such an issue can be found and will also be demonstrated in the
next paragraph. Two structures are examined, thereafter. The first one uses 14 poles and 12 slots and is
presented in Figure 2. The second one also uses 14 poles but has 20 slots. It is shown in Figure 3. In the
first figure, at a no-load case, the magnetic induction does not exceed 1.6 T, and in the second figure,
the magnetic induction is above 1.8 T. A change in air-gap thickness does not modify anything in the
flux distribution; the mechanical air-gap lacks enough influence on this one.

Figure 2. The magnetic flux distribution in a concentrated winding structure with 14 poles and 12 slots.
At no-load case, the highest level of magnetic induction is in the teeth.
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Figure 3. Magnetic flux distribution in a concentrated winding structure having 14 poles and 20 slots
(Five phases). At no-load case, the highest level of induction is in the teeth and is higher than the level
of induction found in the 12 slots structure (Figure 2). q, the number of slots per pole and phase is 0.28
and is not equal to 1/5 (1/Nph). The number of poles has to increase.

It is easy to understand that the high number of slots decreases the flux path section and implies
a higher magnetic induction. This increases the iron losses in the teeth without any advantages. Skaar,
Krøvel, and Nilssen have demonstrated that the best winding factor is obtained when q (number of slot
per pole and phase) is close to 1/Nph [16]. This means q = 1/3 with a three-phase supply. This leads
to the number of slots Ns close to the number of pole (q « 1/3 ñ Ns « Np ˆ3 ˆ 1/3 ñ Ns « Np).
This can be summarized in a simple formulation, (Np +/´ 2 = Ns), where Ns is the number of slots
and Np is the number of poles [17,18]. Moreover, it is a good choice to prefer the number of slots be
below the number of poles.

The selection of winding configurations that have a good winding factor is not enough to declare
these structures “ready for use”. A drawback is presented thereafter: undesirable circulating currents
can appear. With the following example the problem will be highlighted. A machine having 36 slots
and 40 poles is examined. The number of slots is below the number of poles and the coils associated to
the same phase are adjacent three-by-three (Figure 4). Anyone can verify this solution by using the
website at Reference [19].

Looking at these three adjacent coils, it immediately appears that the magnetic flux induced by
the permanent magnets does not have the same behavior in these three teeth. Although the magnitude
of the magnetic flux in each tooth is similar, their shapes are not synchronized (Figure 5). Therefore,
it means that induced voltages in these three coils attached to these three teeth are not synchronous.
Designers who want to connect these coils in parallel will have a nasty surprise. Circulating currents
will appear between these coils and these currents will not be present in the power line, leaving
engineers the idea that all is working fine (Figure 6). Such circulating currents will increase the Joule
losses and will also have a bad influence on the pulsating torque.
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Figure 4. The structure of a generator having 40 poles and 36 slots is established in combining four
times the basic winding layout. In the basic winding layout, the coils attached to the same phase are
gathered three by three.

Figure 5. Partial view of the structure having 40 poles 36 slots; in a group of three adjacent teeth,
the magnetic flux cannot be the same at each time.

For another type of motor, this situation has already been studied. The connections of the
coils in the permanent magnet brushless motors should be done with caution. In chapter six of his
book, Hanselman has explained that many years ago, there was a lack of publications about the
design of winding layouts [20]. Therefore, he has given methods to achieve an acceptable winding
layout. The same analysis has been done by Dai Prè, Alberti and Bianchi [21,22]. The issue can be
solved if the coils are connected is series, but in our case the coils must be connected without any
restriction. This means that this connection is not only a magnetic design issue but also a manufacturing
problem. Most of the machines that have been studied or manufactured are low-power machines with
low-voltage supply. The wires which are used are round wires insulated with enamel coating. When
the power increases, such a solution could not be preserved [23]. When the voltage is under 1000 V,
manufacturers use random-wound stators. The strand is a round-wire that limits the power to several
hundred KW. When machines operate over 1000 V, the form-wound stators-coil type is used. With
this last technology, the coil is built outside the stator, which implies a stator with open slots and the
strands are of a flat type. The insulation of these coils is more complicated. It uses several elements:
strand insulation, turn insulation, and ground wall insulation. With such an insulation system, supply
voltages of rotating machines can be higher than many thousands of volts. Unfortunately, handling
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coils build with flat-wires is not so convenient than handling small round wires. The connections of
coils must also be examined, keeping in mind that FSCW have short ends windings. Coils in parallel are
preferred to coils in series. For example, connecting four coils in parallel divides their assigned current
by four; each coil only takes 1/4 of the current. The copper strands have a cross-section divided by four
which is, in general adapted to the manufacturing capabilities. Moreover, the connections between coils
and the circle, which must be done by hand, also use the same cross section. In allowing connections in
series for coils, implies a more difficult soldering between coils due to the large cross-section and does
not always suppress the circle. The volume of connections will increase and the advantage of the short
end windings will disappear due to the volume of connections (Figure 7). Moreover, in doing torque
simulations for this situation, authors have noticed an increase in torque ripple when the coils are set
in series. Setting coils in parallel also have a good influence on mitigation of unbalanced magnetic
pull [24], such a mechanical issue will be discussed later and it would not be a good idea to suppress
this possibility of winding management.

Figure 6. At no load, the adjacent coils, which belong to the same phase, are connected in parallel.
The induced FEM are not synchronous and circulating currents exist. In this example, three coils are
connected (1, 2, and 3) and the circulating currents I1, I2, and I3 are plotted. They can be as high as 30%
of the rated current and are not visible in power supply lines.

Figure 7. Three coils (in blue) are connected in series. The connections (in white, A) show that they take
some space in the area used to place circles (in red, B and in green, C). There are four circles, two more
than in the figure, one for each phase and one for the neutral. In this figure the cross-sections are small
in order to clearly show all of the items.
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With this example (Figures 4–6), it appears that solutions, where the coils belonging to the same
phase are adjacent and are set in parallel, are not acceptable solutions. Hence, designers must verify all
of the induced voltages back EMF, for each coil, to avoid connections providing circulating currents.
Doing so, some configurations are put away as they cannot be connected to a three-phase power
supply without issue.

The geometrical properties of a winding have an important impact on the mechanical behavior.
Designers have always paid attention to the force induced by the unbalanced magnetic pull [24,25].
This phenomenon occurs when the rotor is not well centered in the stator. The air-gap is different
along the circumference. Subsequently, a magnetic force appears, it induces vibrations and can damage
bearings. Unfortunately, this problem is more critical in FSCW [26]. Even if the rotor is centered in
the stator, the winding geometry can affect the stability. Let us examine this with the same example,
an electric generator having 36 slots and 40 poles. At no load, it appears that magnetic forces are
balanced (Figure 8a). This winding structure is coming from the basic structure having 10 poles
and 9 slots, but this basic structure, 10 poles and 9 slots, is not mechanically balanced (Figure 8b).
This phenomenon has a particularity in FSCW as it can appear even if there is no geometrical deviation
during manufacturing. Such a structure has situations that give unbalanced magnetic pull, which is
not the case with distributed windings.

Such a problem can be solved if the winding structure is a duplication of another structure.
With this rule, some acceptable structures will be put away. Designers have to verify the magnetic flux
distribution at no load and its symmetry. With the structure having 14 poles and 12 slots, which is
not a duplication of a smaller structure, the simulations show that flux distribution does not provide
any unbalanced magnetic pull. In Figure 9a, the winding layout is described and there is no copy.
In Figure 9b, the magnetic flux distribution is shown and there is symmetry. Nevertheless, the structure
with 14 poles and 12 slots is an interesting solution in term of magnetic flux distribution, but is not an
acceptable solution as there are two coils of the same phase that are adjacent (see winding layout in
Figure 9a). With a three phase power supply and having coils in parallel, high circulating currents will
appear between coils.

Figure 8. On (a), the distribution of magnetic flux in a 36 slots 40 poles structure at no load. There is no
unbalanced magnetic pull; On (b), the distribution of magnetic induction in a 9 slots 10 poles structure
at no load. There is an unbalanced magnetic pull as there is no symmetry in the distribution.
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Figure 9. In (a), the winding layout of a 12 slots 14 poles structure is presented; in (b), the magnetic flux
distribution is shown. Due to the symmetry, there is a no unbalanced magnetic pull, but a possibility of
circulating currents when winding layout is observed.

5. Multi-Star and Multi-Phase Winding Structure

The multi-star winding structure is a solution that should be considered when the motors or
generators are associated with power electronic systems. This technology has many advantages.
The total power can be divided into equal parts that correspond to the unit power rating of the electronic
devices. For example, for large motors that are controlled by power inverters, the use of multi-phase
and multi-star structure provides an economically acceptable solution [27]. The winding design is not
a trivial job, but when the machines are controlled by inverters, multi-phase and multi-star structures
are allowed and they can validate the solutions that have been rejected in the previous sections.

The stator which has 14 poles and 12 slots comes back into the list of acceptable solutions.
The windings can be divided into two stars that are separated by 30˝ electrical degrees (Figure 10).
Nevertheless, there remain some drawbacks when such machines are coupled to inverters. It is well
known that double-star machines are subjected to current ripples in the power line [28]. To reduce these
current ripples that strongly depend on the mutual inductance between stars, inductors are added
into the power line. Such a solution increases the synchronous reactance and the voltage drop in the
full-load case. Moreover, designers should keep in mind the economic aspect of solutions. Although
the converters have introduced more degrees of freedom, the solution with multi-star windings and
the solution with multi-phase windings, do not have the same cost. The solution, using the three-phase
multi-star structure, is the most widespread structure because it uses the existing and well proven
power electronics of three-phase devices. The power electronic devices that may be used in the case of
a five-phase generator are custom devices. If the multi-phase solution does not include the multi-star
structure, there is a lack of reliability. The multi-star windings provide machines that are naturally
fault-tolerant. Using an example, this will be enhanced: a synchronous motor rated at 45 MW with four
stars, and three phases in each star, is able to operate at full power with only three stars and it remains
within the Class B thermal limits [6]. Hence, the use of multi-star windings is a solution to be examined
when the motors or generators are coupled to power converters. They can solve winding problems.
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Figure 10. The layout of windings associated to the structure having 12 slots and 14 poles. It can be
split into two three-phase stars (a,b) which are shifted, electrically, by 30˝. Thereafter, this machine is a
true conventional double-star machine.

6. Concentrated Winding and Mutual Inductance

When a d-q model of a double-star winding is observed, it appears that stars are not magnetically
decoupled. In Figure 11, the most important parameters are: Lσm and Lσ1 or Lσ2 as it will be shown
here after.

In the distributed winding, Lσm is not negligible in front of Lσ1 or Lσ2. It means that a current
circulating in one star has an effect on the second star. This is especially verified when commutations
of power switches occur. A commutation occurring in the first star generates a peak of current in the
second star. Current ripples are thereafter observed. To reduce such a phenomenon, it is possible to
increase Lσ1 or Lσ2 in adding inductors in the power line, as it has been suggested at the beginning
of this section. In the distributed windings, it is usual to find that more than 30% of the magnetic
flux of the first star is present in the second star. It implies a high value for Lσm and a low value for
Lσ1 or Lσ2. Regarding FSCW, the situation is not similar [29]. The effect of the current in one star
can be neglected in the other star. Moreover, with a simple rule described in this previous reference,
evaluation of mutual effects can be achieved.

Figure 11. The equivalent model in d-q scheme of a double-star synchronous generator.

Simulations and methods have been developed by Tessarolo to calculate the equivalent model
associated to machines having multi-phase and multi-star windings [6]. Using these methods for the
designed structure (12 slots, 10 poles), it can be concluded that the mutual inductance between stars is
low; the Table 1 confirms this important point.

Table 1. Numerical results obtained for a designed FSCW structure having 12 slots and 10 poles.

Lσ1 0.23 mH
Lσ2 0.23 mH
Lσm 0.006 mH

As Lσm is very small in front of Lσ1 or Lσ2, the currents in the first star do not have any influence
on the second star. Moreover, Lσ1 and Lσ2 have the greatest value allowed by the geometry of the
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machine. Any increase in Lσ1 or Lσ2 is only possible by inserting inductors in the supply power
lines. Such a magnetic independence is not always found in other publications [30]. Differences
can be observed and also explained. When the slot is not fully open, which is not the case in our
design the magnetic flux can use the slot depression as magnetic path. Hence, this leakage flux is
the main origin of the mutual inductance between stars [29]. Even if the increase of the slot opening
is not recommended, as it causes additional losses in the rotor, this configuration is not prejudicial
because some methods exist to mitigate magnet losses. Recent publications show that modeling of the
multi-star machines is always in interest of the researchers [31].

7. Concentrated Winding and Flux Circulation in the Stator

Within the result of the simulation presented in Figure 12, an interesting property is underlined.
The magnetic flux follows the back-iron core in order to close the magnetic loop. Its value into the
adjacent teeth is low. This means that the back-iron core is the main path for the magnetic flux
coming from the coils. The studied structure is a high-polarity machine. Traditionally, high polarity
machines are designed with a stator iron core with low thickness, this rule is not always a good rule
for the FSCW. This point of view can be explained with an example. In Figure 13, two traditional
structures are presented, the first one, is a 2 pole asynchronous motor and the second one is a 10 pole
asynchronous motor.

Figure 12. Structures of the active part of a 26 pole 12 slot generator that uses FSCW. With four coils
powered and no MMF in magnet, the flux uses a large area of the stator back iron as main path to close
the magnetic loop.

Figure 13. Schemes of the active part of a 2 pole motor compared to the active parts of a 10 pole motor.
e1 and e2 are the back-iron core thicknesses (e1 >> e2) and both of them use distributed windings.
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The design engineer knows that flux circulation in a two-pole machine uses the whole part of the
stator back-iron to close the magnetic loop. With a low thickness in the back-iron core, the performances
of the motor would not be acceptable. The two-pole machines have great power factor (greater than 0.9),
but it cannot be sustained if the thickness of the iron core decreases. A 30% decrease in thickness
is enough to get a power factor similar to an 8 pole machine. Hence, even if motors using FSCW
are generally high-polarity machines, their iron core stator should not be designed with the same
traditional scheme. It is a reason why, when comparisons are done, the machines using FSCW are
afflicted by the worst efficiency, they have more losses, and iron losses are higher [3]. In this reference,
the authors have designed two machines with the same power (80 kW) and the same speed (300 rpm).
The first one uses FSCW and the second one uses a distributed winding. As the thicknesses of the cores
are very similar, even if the copper volume of the distributed windings is twice the copper volume
of FSCW, the efficiency of the machine having concentrated windings is less than the efficiency of
the machine having distributed windings. Thereafter, looking at the power factor, it appears that
the power factor concerning the distributed windings is 0.86, which is better than the power factor
associated to the concentrated windings machine, which is only 0.78. The design of the stator iron core
is important and designers must also pay attention at the magnetic flux in the teeth. The reason can
be found in observing a simulation of the magnetic flux distribution in the tooth. An effect appears:
the tooth acts as a magnetic short circuit for the magnets during their rotation (Figure 14). This leakage
flux, similar to zigzag leakage flux, has a second effect when the slots are open; the magnetic flux in
the tooth has a rotational behavior.

Figure 14. In this partial view of a machine having 40 poles and 36 slots; it appears that the magnetic
flux in the top of the teeth (A and B) will never be zero. When the magnets of the rotor (1, 2 or 3) are
not in front of the tooth, the tooth is acting as a magnetic short circuit.

In this example, there is a part of the tooth where the flux is rotational and the iron losses must be
calculated with caution. The iron losses can be underestimated if the suitable formulations are not used.
In fact, two working cases have to be taken into account, The first one is the phenomenon described in
Figure 12, which is the magnetic flux circulation induced by the current in the coils, and the second
one is the flux circulation induced by the permanent magnet in the teeth which is shown in Figure 14.
Within our studies at no load, it appears that about 45% of the iron losses are in the back-iron and
about 55% in the teeth. These losses will increase with magnetic induction. There is nothing to do to
decrease the iron losses in the teeth but it is possible to decrease the losses in the back-iron by using a
greater external diameter. Doing so, the thickness of the back-iron increases and it looks like to the
back-iron of a lower polarity machine. Moreover, the methods used to calculate iron losses have to be
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adapted [11]. In the distributed windings, the Finite Elements Method is used as a regular method and
some researchers have used this method and have investigated the impact of rotational magnetic fields
in these machines [32]. As the rotational behavior does not significantly alter the iron losses calculation,
the regular method has not been enhanced. In our case, the permanent magnet generators used in
variable-speed operations also have frequencies that differ wildly from 50 or 60 Hz. Hence, data about
iron losses in the magnetic steel have to be determined with measurements and tests, as they are not
always provided as usable data by manufacturers [33–35]. As a conclusion, designers have to integrate
a lot of information in their designs and have to adapt the losses calculation. It remains that iron losses
are important in FSCW. This explains why the magnetic steel used is sometime the 35RM300 grade in
order to decrease the iron losses.

8. Rotor and Magnet Losses

The magnets which are mounted on the surface of the rotor are subject to eddy current losses [36].
Methods of calculation are accurate in distributed windings [37]. Such methods are not so convenient
for FSCW. With the same stator, it is possible to build more than one machine. For example, a stator
having 12 slots can be coupled to a rotor with 10 poles or a rotor with 14 poles. As the number of
slots is close to the number of pole, these machines have a high winding factor, 0.966 for single layer
and 0.933 for double layer. The air-gap has many magnetic field harmonics with which both rotors
can synchronize. Even if this can be considered as an advantage and versatility for the structure,
the magnetic field harmonics, which are not synchronized with the rotor speed, induce eddy-currents
in the magnets mounted on the rotor and they increase the magnets’ temperature [38,39]. The choice
of the combination of the number of poles and number of slots can increase or decrease the losses
in permanent magnets as it acts on the harmonic content in the air-gap. The suitable value for
slot/pole.phase which decreases magnet losses will not be this the one which gives the highest
winding factor [40]. The two requirements are not straightforward. As it appears in Figure 15,
the 12 poles/18 slots structure has fewer harmonics than the 10 poles/12 slots structure. Hence,
losses caused by eddy currents in the magnets are the lowest [41]. Unfortunately, the winding factor
associated to the main harmonic (number 1 in Figure 15) is not the highest. It is usual to consider that
the best choice, regarding magnet losses, is q = 0.5, with a small decrease in winding factor (Table 2).

It is possible to set the magnet losses to zero. The progress in bonded magnets is regular and
they can be used in place of sintered magnets. Nevertheless, their characteristics, such as Br of Hc,
are inferior. Such a solution can be used only if a decrease in magnetic flux is accepted [42]. Another
solution consists in decreasing the strength of the magnetic flux harmonics to keep the temperature
of the magnets under the highest temperature of use (Table 3). Losses in the magnets are not the
main source of losses. They do not really modify the efficiency of the machine, but they can damage
the magnets if the temperature remains above the maximal allowed temperature. The first damage
is a decrease of Br and Hc. This phenomenon is characterized by coefficients which are always
negative [43].
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Figure 15. Amplitude of MMF in the air-gap as a function of harmonic rank. Even if the 12-pole/18-slot
configuration has fewer harmonics, amplitude of its main harmonic is lower than the amplitude of the
main harmonic of the 10-pole/12-slot configuration.

Table 2. Comparison between the winding factors of two machines having different number of slots
per pole per phase.

Main Characteristics

12 slots/10 poles 18 Slots/12 poles
q = 0.4 (Slot/Pole. Phase) q = 0.5 (Slot/Pole. Phase)

Kw = 0.933 (Winding factor) Kw = 0.866 (Winding factor)

Table 3. Magnet, Temperature of use (Max).

Main Characteristics

Ferrite 280 ˝C
AlNiCo 540 ˝C
SmCo 300 ˝C
NdFeB 80 ˝C

Unfortunately, the NdFeB is a magnet having the highest level of energy density and it is three
time more sensitive to the temperature than the SmCo magnet. The reversible temperature coefficient
(RTC) of residual induction, Br, is only about ´0.035%/˝C for SmCo based magnets as compared
to ´0.110%/˝C for NdFeB based magnets [44,45]. Usually the NdFeB magnets are called: magnets
for room-temperature applications. The technology of magnets is always in evolution. Even if the
recent NdFeB technology reaches the practical performance limits in stored energy (510 kJ/m3),
improvements in temperature tolerance are in progress with the use of another rare-earth material:
dysprosium. Therefore, machine designers should not limit their designs compared to the magnet
capabilities; they can evolve in a short time. Selecting the magnets which accept a high working
temperature is not always a good solution. This means that the rotor would accept a greater operating
temperature and the losses will always exist. The solutions that decrease losses must be preferred.
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Two methods have been examined. The first one is based on the winding layout. Some researchers are
working on asynchronous machines which are using FSCW [7], the magnetic field harmonics in this
machine are not acceptable and any progress in this domain will be a benefit for both synchronous and
asynchronous machines. The second one focuses on the magnets. The sintered magnets are segmented
and that will reduce the effects of eddy currents [46]. The solutions that have been developed here
is based, in part, on the winding layout: the use of the double-star structure. Such a structure is
able to decrease the magnetic flux harmonics in the air-gap and also enhances the winding factor.
Nevertheless, the use of the double-star structure is only possible if the slots are totally open [29],
and opened slots do not have a good influence on the losses in the magnets [47]. The issue will be
discussed later.

As it will be highlighted, the most dangerous harmonics are harmonics which rotate at high
speed in front of the rotor speed. It means that the undesirable harmonics are the first, below the
main harmonic which produces the torque. For example, in Figure 16, the spectrum of MMF in the
air-gap is represented. The main harmonics are used to provide an 8-pole or a 10-pole machine. If this
machine is supplied by a 60 Hz power line, the rotor can rotate at 900 rpm (8-pole) or 720 rpm (10-pole).
The first harmonic rotates at 3600 rpm and the second at 1800 rpm. Hence, for a 10-pole motor, the first
harmonic is seen, by the rotor, as a rotating field running at 4320 rpm. For an observer which is link to
the rotor, such a magnetic field is seen as a variable magnetic field which frequency is 72 Hz. The high
order harmonics, greater than eight, are seen as magnetic fields with low rotating speeds and also
having low amplitudes. The main goal is in the reduction of the harmonic amplitudes below the main
harmonic, as they involve high losses in the magnets supported by the rotor. A harmonic which is
close to the main harmonic can be an issue for the magnet losses. Its amplitude is high and it cannot be
suppressed; its presence is a specificity of the FSCW.

Figure 16. The amplitudes of magnetic field harmonics in the air-gap selected by rank in a 9-slot
structure. The two main harmonics (four and five) can provide an 8-pole machine or a 10-pole machine.
For a 10-pole machine, the harmonics of magnetic fields generate variable magnetic fields for the rotor.
Their frequencies, for an observer link to the rotor are given in the upper part of the figure (10-pole).
Notice the null frequency for the harmonic five, the rotor is synchronized with it.

Using simulations, it appears that MMF harmonics, especially the low-order harmonics can be
mitigated by using a double-star winding structure. To demonstrate this property, the machine having
14 poles and 12 slots is supplied by two different methods. In the first one, the two stars (Figure 10) are
fed by two three-phase power supplies which are synchronous. With these power supplies, the FFT of
the MMF in the air gap is presented in Figure 17. As it is expected, the harmonics five and seven are
the most important harmonics as they provide a machine with 10 poles and a machine with 14 poles,
the harmonics one and three are not negligible.
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Figure 17. The amplitudes of MMF harmonics in the air-gap. The 12-slot structure is fed by two
three-phase supplies. The currents are synchronous.

Now, the 12 slots structure is supplied by two three-phase supplies which are shift electrically
by 30˝. It is a true double-star machine. The FFT of the MMF in the air-gap is presented in Figure 18.
It appears that the first harmonic has vanished. Using an electrical supply that is adapted to the
magnetic structure of the machine can have a positive impact on the losses.

Figure 18. The amplitudes of harmonics of the MMF in the air-gap. The 12-slot structure is fed by two
three-phase supplies shift electrically by 30˝. The first harmonic has vanished.

It is time to investigate the influence of slotting for magnet losses. Such a phenomenon is well
known in distributed winding [48]. It can be more important with FSCW. When the intensity of
magnetic flux is calculated through the surface of a magnet during the rotation of the rotor, a variation
appears. In the Figures 19 and 20 two slot shapes are compared. In Figure 19, the slots are closed and the
evolution of magnetic flux on the surface of one magnet is not highly dependent on the rotor position.
In Figure 20, the situation is different. A high level of flux fluctuations is visible; such fluctuations
can be observed in axial flux machine where the slots are opened [49]. This phenomenon will induce
eddy currents in the magnet and this fluctuation is high enough to generate eddy currents which
will exceed the losses associated with the MMF harmonics in the air-gap (Figure 18). For example,
using Figure 20, the magnet is subjected to a variable magnetic flux which intensity is 0.2 T and its
frequency is 600 Hz if the rotor rotates at 3000 rpm. In front of such a phenomenon, the opened or
closed slots will remain an issue. With the closed slots or half-closed slots, the permanence of the
magnetic circuit attached to the magnet is constant, but there is a high level of magnetic flux leakage,
both for the magnetic flux generated by the magnets and for the magnetic flux generated by the coils.
In one of our simulations, 15% of the flux provided by the magnets flows through the slot depression
and 30% of the flux provided by the coils also flows through the slot-depression. They are leakage
fluxes that do not provide torque. They only generate losses. With opened slots, these leakage fluxes
are drastically minimized. The use of opened slots has allowed the use of multi-star structures as
it suppresses the magnetic coupling between stars. Unfortunately, this use also provides drawback:
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magnetic flux ripples are increasing in the air-gap and the rotor losses, especially the magnet losses,
must be managed.

Figure 19. At no load, the rotor position is increasing step by step (0˝ to 36˝). For each position, the flux
on one magnet surface is plotted. As the slots were closed, the slot depression mitigates the permeance
variation and the flux remains nearly constant.

Figure 20. At no load, the rotor position is increased step by step (0˝ to 36˝). For each position, the flux
on one magnet surface is plotted. The slots are opened, there are high permeance variations, and the
flux in the magnet is affected by high fluctuations which induce eddy currents.

The losses generated by the eddy currents are harmful for magnets. The usual solution is in
the segmentation [42,50,51]. Such segmentation is also a good solution when the machine, acting as
generator, is used to feed a rectifier load. This load provides a high level of current harmonics [17],
as summarized in Table 4. The magnets segmentation can be optimized with regard to the number and
the shape of the magnets [52–54]. In many articles, the losses associated to this flux tooth ripple are not
considered. In the studies of machines that use FSCW, the slots are half-closed or closed. Flux tooth
ripple is mainly treated in permanent magnet machines which often rotate at high speed or in axial
flux machines. Authors of articles that concern such machines do not recommend a subdivision of the
problem. If the harmonic losses and tooth ripple losses are calculated with two separate methods and
are added at the end of the design, the total losses will not be accurate. In our case, the most important
effect is caused by the flux tooth ripples. Nevertheless the design of the magnet will be done with a
global method. Hence, the effects of any eddy currents are minimized (those coming from tooth ripples
and those coming from MMF harmonics). Moreover, doing simulations which are time consuming to
calculate eddy current losses is not realistic in pre-determination of a machine. There is no need to
involve 3D simulations; losses which are calculated are limited to eddy-current losses. Simple studies
that are using 2D simulations and analytic calculations can provide usable results. Designers have to
know that hysteresis losses also exist in the magnets and they are not considered here [55].
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Table 4. The segmentation of magnets and its impact on losses mitigation when the machine acts
as generator and feeds a rectified load (Results reproduced with the permission of the authors:
D. Gerling [52]).

Number of Magnet Segmentation Losses Decrease in%

1 (no segmentation) 0%
2 80%
3 >90%
4 >95%

Segmentation is a straightforward method which also reduces the difficulties of calculation
in loss evaluation. The magnets are good electrical conductors and are subject to eddy currents.
The segmentation transforms large conductive volumes into small volumes. Hence, doing so,
these volumes also are small in front of the skin effect. Losses per unit volume can be evaluated
using the conventional Equation (1) which does not require a 3D simulation [56], f is the magnetic
field frequency, Bm is its peak strength, ρ is the electrical conductivity of the medium and t and l are
geometrical parameters described in the Figure 21.

Peddy “
π2 f 2 Bm

2

8 ρ
.

t2 l2
`

t2 ` l2
˘ (1)

Such analytical formulation can provide good evaluation for magnet losses as long as it is used in
suitable situations. Hence, such a loss calculation must be verified to provide a sufficient accuracy in
evaluation of machines efficiency. In the Subsection 9.5, a brief study is done to validate the method.

Figure 21. Scheme used for the calculation of eddy currents losses in a conductor sheet in case of
neglected skin effect. This means that the thickness of the sheet is small in front of the skin depth.

9. Application of Rules in Design of a Permanent Magnet Generator with Fractional Slot
Concentrated Winding

The specifications come from an industrial case, with an imposed volume (Table 5); the goal is to
design a magnetic structure which uses FSCW. The efficiency must be as high as possible.

Table 5. Specifications.

Stack Length (core) ď300 mm
Diameter (external core diameter) ď850 mm (can be modified)

Overall length (with coils) ď400 mm
Efficiency As high as possible
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The rated power is 670 KW and the voltage is 280 V (Ph-N). The number of phases and the number
of stars are not imposed and some requirements have to be considered (Table 6). The magnets must
be Sm-Co magnets and the air-gap must be greater or equal to 5 mm. The speed is 1800 rpm and the
machine should be controlled by a converter. The machine can act as motor or generator. Such a type
of generator has already been studied in 2005, but it does not use FSCW and even if it is a six-phase
machine, the rotor has field winding and does not support magnets [57]. The same year, another
study is done about a permanent magnet generator for naval application and the author underlines
that the architectures of these machines are not limited to 50/60 Hz and, thereafter, higher operating
frequencies can be used [58].

Table 6. Requirements.

Parameters Units Values

Electrical Power KW 670
Voltage (Ph-N) V 280–300

Electrical steel grade n.a. M 400–50A
Magnet Material n.a. Sm-Co30 MGOe
Rotational Speed Rpm 1800

With such a specification, the study evolves toward a double-star machine, with 30˝ electrical shift
between stars. This solution can provide a machine with number of poles (Np) and number of slots
(Ns) which fit with the design rule: Np-Ns = +/´ 2, (Table 7). The coils definition is given in Table 8.

Table 7. Machine structure.

Parameters Units Values

External diameter mm 825
Stack Length (core) mm 260

Overall length (with coils) mm 400
Number of slots n.a. 12
Number of poles n.a. 10

Table 8. Windings.

Parameters Units Values

Numbers of turns per coil n.a. 11
Numbers of turns per phase n.a. 22

Wire dimensions * mm ˆmm (2.7 ˆ 2.7) ˆ 2 (Copper)
Number of strand in hand n.a. 20

* See Figure 22 for layout.

Figure 22. Layout of a coil with a sub-division in strands in order to reduce Joule losses provided by
the skin effect and the proximity effect.
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Advantages of this solution:

- High winding factor (0.933 with double layer).
- No circulating current between coils which belong to the same phase.
- Low level of induction in the teeth (in accordance with the design rule: Np-Ns = +/´ 2).

9.1. Study Case

The generator is running at 1800 rpm and the load is a pure resistance. The internal resistance
and the internal reactance have been calculated. With these data, a simulation is established in order to
provide all the necessary data to calculate the losses presented in the chapter three and summarized in
Figure 1. The simulation is for one star and the results are presented in Figures 23 and 24.

Figure 23. Layout of the simulation which provides data for the calculation of losses in all the part of
the machine, in this figure, only one star is presented.

Figure 24. Results of the simulation. It can be noticed that voltage drop remains under 10% at full load.

9.2. Iron Losses

The calculation of iron losses at no load and at full load must be done with caution. As it has
been highlighted in chapter 7 with Figure 14, the magnetic flux is rotational in the teeth and this
behavior must be taken into account. Equation (2) will be used to calculate the iron losses in the stator.
The losses per mass unit are the sum of three items. The first one is the hysteresis losses (kh.f.Bα),
the second one is the eddy current losses (ke.f2.B2) and the third one is the excess or anomalous losses
(ka.f1.5.B1.5). Each item is calculated in one elementary volume (i) of the stator core and mi is the mass
of this volume. The last item, ci is the short-to-long axis ratio of the field vector hodograph in the zone
(i). It has to be notice that such a parameter is almost equal to 0 in the stator but greater than 0 in the
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teeth (Figure 25). In summing all these losses on the whole volume of the stator, this provides the total
iron losses.

Piron “

n
ÿ

i“1

”

mi ˆ
´

kh. f .B9 ` ke. f 2.B2 ` ka. f 1,5.B1,5
¯

ˆ p1` ciq
ı

(2)

Parameters: kh , ke, ka which are used in this equation, are particular. The working frequency
is not 50 or 60 Hz. Technical data given by manufacturers do not always provide them. Research
laboratories have initiated studies which are able to fill the gap. Hence, used parameters come from
an article where these authors have studied four different electrical steel grades [34]. Three cases are
examined. One with no current in the stator, which is the no load case, and the two others cases are the
3/4 load and the full load. Table 9 summarizes the calculation of losses. The results deviate from the
results presented by I. Boldea in his book [11]. The load is seen by the pure voltage source (Figure 23)
as an inductive load (cos(φ) < 1), doing so, the magnetic field generated by the load current decreases
the magnetic induction in the teeth. Even if this can be considered as a good phenomenon for the
iron losses, it must kept in mind that such a phenomenon also decreases the voltage provided by
the generator.

Figure 25. By = f(Bx) for two different zones of the stator. In the tooth (a) the field is rotating and
ci = 0.7 in this example. In the back iron (b) the field is alternating and ci = 0.

Table 9. Losses in the stator (Iron).

Parameters Units Values

Iron losses in the teeth (3/4 load) W 2209.0

Iron losses in the back iron (3/4 load) W 1437.0

Iron losses in the teeth (Full load) W 2082.0

Iron losses in the back iron (Full load) W 1336.1

9.3. Joule Losses

The terminal voltage of the studied machine is low and the rated current is high. Hence,
the cross-section of the copper must be high to maintain the current densities in accordance with the
thermal limits of the machine. The frequency is up to 150 Hz and the skin effect cannot be forgotten.
The conductor has to be divided into many strands. This method is a conventional method when the
skin effect has to be mitigated [59,60]. The layout, presented in Figure 22, is a solution that allows
the manufacturing of the coils but does not mitigate the skin effect as enough as wished. An increase
in subdivision should be more benefit in spite of the manufacturing capability. To estimate the skin
effect, the dimension of one strand has to be compared to the penetration depth (δ) at 150 Hz. In using
Equation (3), it appears that the dimension of strands is under δ (δ = 5.44 mm at 150 Hz). With this
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layout, the skin effects and proximity effects are still not negligible but remain acceptable, the coefficient
which link RDC (resistance measured with DC currents) to RAC (resistance at 150 Hz) is 1.94. It means
that RAC = 1.94RDC. The calculated Joule losses are presented in Table 10. At full load, even if the
current density is low, the skin effect affects the joule losses and a comparison, with conventional
machine where the skin effect is less important, should be done with a value multiplied by 1.4. Hence,
looking at the full load case, the value which must be used is 2.79 ˆ 1.4 = 3.09 A/mm2. Due to the
volume of the machine, this value is low enough to consider a cooling system using air. If an increase
of rated power is needed, another cooling system should be used. For example: ring containing
circulating cold water surrounding the stator provides the thermal dissipation of the machine.

δ “ 2

d

2
ω.µ.σ

(3)

Table 10. Losses in the stator (Joule losses).

Parameters Units Values

Joules Losses in the coils (3/4 load) W 2036.87

Current density in the conductor (3/4 load) A/mm2 1.96

Joules Losses in the coils (full load) W 4124.97

Current density in the conductor (full load) A/mm2 2.79

9.4. Mechanical Losses

Ball bearings and sleeve bearings bring mechanical losses. They are very small in front of the iron
or Joule losses. If ball bearings are selected, the mechanical losses can be calculated with the methods
described in the SKF web-site [61]. The result is summarized in Table 11.

Table 11. Losses in the ball bearing.

Ball Bearing Mechanical Losses Lifetime

Inner diameter: 100 mm 150 W(ˆ2) * >2000 h

* There are 2 balls bearings.

Another source for mechanical losses, which are also a low value, are air friction losses.
These losses are a consequence of friction between surfaces and the surrounding gas. Such losses can
be evaluated in using the equations developed by Saari [62]. Using such methods, these losses are
presented in Table 12. There is a belt to maintain the magnet. The mechanical air-gap is only 1 mm.

Table 12. Air friction losses.

Cylinder Diameter/Length and Air Gap Speed Mechanical Losses

600 mm/280 mm 1800 rpm 110 W1 mm (mechanical air-gap)

9.5. Magnet Losses

It has been underlined in chapter 7 that machines using FSCW have many magnetic flux harmonics
in the air-gap. In addition as open-slots are used, there are magnetic tooth ripples which provide
magnetic flux variations in the magnets. In a recent publication, authors suggest the use of numerical
simulations which are able to take into account the entire phenomena that can appear and also take into
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account all the cross-coupled phenomena. Nevertheless, the method used to mitigate these magnet
losses is based on the segmentation. The magnets are cut into pieces, which decreases the effect of eddy
currents. As there is no shield to protect the magnet against the magnetic flux variation, the size of the
magnet is particularly small. With simulations, the most harmful magnetic flux harmonic is identified.
Its frequency is 360 Hz. With this information and the physical properties of Sm-Co magnet, the skin
depth can be calculated with the Equation (1). With this value, 23 mm, it is possible to suggest a shape
for an elementary magnet. The magnets must not have a geometry which length is greater than this
skin depth. Thus, an average shape of the elementary magnet is shown in Figure 26. To save time
in simulations and knowing that goal is only a pre-determination of the generator structure and its
efficiency, a simple method based on a 2D simulation associated to an analytic calculation will be used.
In this method, the 2D simulations are used to determine the spectrum of the flux variation associated
to one magnet and the losses calculation uses the Equation (1). It will provide an evaluation of magnet
losses with enough accuracy to determine the efficiency of the machine. The suggested method is
summarized in the Figures 27 and 28. To determine the density of the power losses in the magnet, the
first step is to calculate the magnetic induction in many parts of the magnet. These representative areas
are in green in the Figure 27. The position of the rotor is incremented in order to represent the rotation
of the machine. Doing so, the evolution of the magnetic induction in a magnet can be determined as a
position of the rotor. The rotating speed of the rotor is known and the magnetic field evolution can be
transposed as a frequency spectrum (Figure 28). With this spectrum, the density of power losses can
be evaluated by the use of Equation (1) for each frequency. In summing the losses for each frequency,
the total eddy current losses can be evaluated for each magnet.

Calculations of eddy currents and, thereafter, the losses calculations are always in the interest of
researchers. Unfortunately, eddy current cannot be measured. Their effects, such as heat increase or
displacement caused by Laplace forces, can be measured. Team workshop group N˝28 is an interesting
problem of eddy current calculation [63]. It can be solved by the use of 2D axisymmetric model. We will
use such a simulation to estimate the accuracy of the Equation (1). Two specimens, having similar
volume and the same resistivity, are examined. The first one is a magnet which geometry is presented
in Figure 29a. Power loses per unit volume can be evaluated by the use of this analytic formulation.
The second one is a cylindrical magnet, shown in Figure 29b. The power losses per unit volume are
calculated by numerical simulation. In this case, Figure 29c,d, a pure sinusoidal magnetic field passes
through the magnet. Its frequency evolves from 50 to 400 Hz. Results are presented in Figure 30.

Figure 26. Elementary magnet size, such a high level of segmentation is due to the main frequency of
the magnetic flux fluctuation which implies a geometry where dimensions must not be greater than the
skin depth (here, 23 mm).
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Figure 27. The position of the rotor is incremented step by step (1). At each step, the currents which
correspond to this angular situation and the imposed load are set in the coils (2). At five points (3),
the magnetic induction is calculated and these values are plot as a function of the rotor position
(Figure 28a).

It appears that analytical formulation does not fit well with simulations. These differences can
be explained by the geometry of the magnet. One dimension is under but close to the skin depth
at 360 Hz and the analytical formulation does not take this particularity into account. Nevertheless,
the total losses in the magnets are not the most important losses in the machine and the analytical
formulation will provide, in a short time, a result which will be enough to achieve a pre-determination
of the efficiency.

Figure 28. With the evolution of the magnetic field in a magnet (in blue in (a)); the variable part is
selected (in red in (a)). Using the rotating speed of the rotor, the spectrum of the variable part of the
magnetic induction in the magnet is calculated (b). With this spectrum, the eddy current losses in the
magnet can be evaluated.
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Figure 29. Segmentation will be done intensively, magnet size will be low. A specimen (a) having
a representative size is submitted to a variable magnetic field (c); a magnet having similar volume,
but which can be modeled as an axisymmetric model (b) is submitted to the same magnetic field (d).
Eddy current losses are compared for these both cases.

Figure 30. In blue, the eddy current losses in the cube (Figure 29a) using analytical formulation. In red,
the eddy current losses in the cylinder (Figure 29b) with the use of FEM calculation (2D axisymmetric).

The calculations of losses in magnets are not a straightforward job. Researchers work on this topic
for many years. The suggested methods only take into account the eddy currents. Such a point of view
is natural, as the magnets have low resistivity and their geometry is generally associated to a couple
of centimeters. They can be assimilated as conducting plates. Many derived formulations have been
cited in articles. It remains that eddy current losses are linked to the square of the induction and the
square of the frequency. Analytical formulations can provide losses calculations that are similar to the
measured losses [64]. Using 3D simulations which are time consuming, does not provide insurance
of success. Eddy currents losses are not unique losses in magnets. The investigations on AC losses
of permanent magnets have been done for more than ten years [54]. Authors report that hysteresis
losses have to be added to eddy currents losses. There is no method to calculate hysteresis losses as
long as measurements have not been done on test specimens. Nevertheless, eddy currents losses are
usually the main source of losses in magnets when regarding the motors which have actually been
manufactured [39,64]. In our design, which goal is efficiency enhancement, the segmentation and
low magnet sizes are allowed. This solution can provide total losses in magnets that do not have a
major impact on machine efficiency. With the magnet geometry presented in Figure 26, the losses in
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the magnets are summarized in Table 13. It is always possible to decrease such losses by increasing
segmentation. Such methods must be in accordance with the manufacturing capability (Figure 31).
Hence, the question of using bonded magnets can be asked.

Figure 31. Magnet segmentation is required as soon as high magnetic flux fluctuations appear in the
air-gap. A high level of segmentation must be in accordance with the manufacturing capabilities. When
a high level in segmentation is used, a belt must cover the rotor to maintain the magnets place during
the rotation.

Table 13. Magnet losses.

Rated Power 3/4 Load Full Load

Magnet Losses 2539.0 W 3369.0 W

9.6. Efficiency and Results of Simulations

As a conclusion, within this last calculation, all the losses can be summarized in Table 14 and
the global efficiency of the machine can be evaluated. It appears that it is possible to reach 98% of
efficiency. This value is already considered as a high efficiency in permanent magnet generators which
are using the distributed windings.

Table 14. Losses and efficiency.

3/4 Load (500 Kw) Full Load (670 Kw)

Iron Losses 3646.0 W 3418.0 W
Joule Losses 2036.0 W 4124.0 W

Mechanical Losses 410 W 410 W
Magnet Losses 2539.0 W 3369.0 W

Total Losses 8631.0 W 11,312.0 W
Efficiency 98.3% 98.3%

The machine has been designed with an efficiency goal. It remains that such a machine can
provide more than 670 KW, its rated power depend on the cooling system and its performances.
Nevertheless, the maximal delivered power is linked to the internal reactance. Looking at Figure 32,
it appears that maximal power can reach 906 KW (+35%). Such power is obtained without a voltage
regulation and the voltage drop is too high to be acceptable (Figure 33).
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Figure 32. The load associated to the generator is a pure resistance. It evolves from 0 Ω to 1.6 Ω. In this
Figure, the power is plotted as a function of the resistance. The reactive power is plotted with the same
scheme, this reactive power is the reactive power delivered by the pure voltage source. It takes into
account the internal reactance of the machine.

Figure 33. As the internal reactance has more and more importance after the point (A), the voltage
drop becomes unacceptable at maximal load (B).

A same fall in performance can be observed in Figure 34, where the power factor seen by the
perfect voltage source and the current in lines are plotted. As expected, the power factor is 0.7
(0.7 = cos(45˝)) at maximum load, as there is equivalence between the internal reactance and the
external resistance. The current in the lines reaches 695 A (+70%) and it could not be possible to
maintain 98% of efficiency.

Figure 34. With the same working conditions as used in Figure 32, the power factor seen by the perfect
voltage source is plotted (a), as well as the current in lines (b).
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10. Conclusions

The market always wants machines with better efficiency. It is no use to introduce a new topology
of motors or generators if these machines do not provide enhancements. A smaller price cannot
balance a lack of efficiency. During the life of the device, greater electrical power is absorbed and this
fact increases the operating cost. At the end, the positive gap found during the purchase is gradually
swallowed. Hence, the total cost is not so competitive. Many decades have passed and fractional-slot
concentrated-windings have not left the test bench and have not acquired a place in the large-scale
production of motors. It remains that this topology has advantages especially in the short end windings.
Unfortunately, efficiency of machines which are using FSCW is not competitive ahead of machines
using distributed windings. As it has been demonstrated throughout this article, the efficiency can
be enhanced. Such a result is not straightforward. It implies a drastical change in the winding
configuration, which can be done if the machine is controlled by power inverters. The connections
of coils have a great influence on the behavior of the machine: the efficiency, the torque ripple etc.
When electrical generators or motors are associated to power converters, the number of phases and
the number of stars are not imposed. Hence, the choice of the windings layout can be adapted in order
to provide a suitable solution in the efficiency enhancement. Keeping in mind that the solution must
also be an economical, viable solution: the multi-phase structure is not the cheaper solution as it uses
customized elements for the power inverters. The multi-star structure which is based on three-phase
stars is preferable. Moreover, the use of FSCW is able to suppress the magnetic couplings between stars
which are harmful for power converters. The management and enhancement of efficiency concern all
the parts of the machine. The magnetic structure of the stator the number of slots, the number of stars,
and the number of poles must be defined in order to provide a low magnetic induction in the core and
a high winding factor. This choice will provide the lowest iron-losses and a highest torque production.
Such a design cannot be automated without a global view of the design process. The increase in power
will introduce the use of another type of winding design. The round-wires will disappear and will
be replaced by flat-type wires. The slots need to be open. Flux tooth ripples appear and produce
harmonics of magnetic flux in the magnets. The magnets are highly sensitive to temperature and this
is a strong limit. The methods that are able to decrease the eddy currents losses in magnets are well
known and the recent progress in bonded magnets will invite the designer not to limit its design to
the capabilities of magnets available on the market. Hence, step by step, the investigations in all the
parts of the machine provide design rules. The mitigation of iron losses is possible. This imposes
a careful design of the flux paths, sections of teeth, and sections of stator back-iron. The magnet
losses are managed according to usual methods: the subdivision. This is the same method used in the
mitigation of Joule losses. Doing this, the efficiency of the machines can be as high as the efficiency
of conventional machines which are using distributed windings. Such a job is not straightforward
as it also attracts the design of the power converter. As a conclusion, machines using FSCW should
not take the place of machines using distributed windings. Nowadays, they are on the market of the
propulsion of electric vehicles and are on test bench for other markets. Nevertheless, there exists a
small part of the market where the short end windings are mandatory: the power generation in a small
area. To this day, the design of such machines is time consuming and limits the potential market.
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